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MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Latincouver contribute in their unique
way to empowering, connecting and
celebrating Latin Americans, entrepreneurs,
business and all those who benefit from
our programs, through the exchange of
support, ideas, innovation and education.
BRENDAN W. BROCK
PRESIDENT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Congratulations to our exceptionally impressive
members, volunteers, employees, partners, advisors
and the whole Latincouver team for the successes and
growth you have brought to this organization and the
communities it serves over the past year. Each year,
the Latincouver team and our supporters continue
to impress with contributions that turn visions into
reality and improve exponentially on the programs and
opportunities Latincouver provides to its members and
our communities. This has been an impressive year and
we thank you all for the invaluable contributions you
have made to connecting business, promoting culture,
supporting our communities and empowering people.
The depth of programs Latincouver offers to its
members and the public remains impressive and
continues to grow, whether through the Latin-Canadian
Professional Network, ExpoPlaza Latina, Inspirational
Latin Awards or the newly minted the Latin Plaza
Hub. These programs all contribute in their unique
way to empowering, connecting and celebrating Latin
Americans, entrepreneurs, business and all those who
benefit from our programs, through the exchange
of support, ideas, innovation and education.
Latin American Week 2018, including the 10th
anniversary of Carnaval del Sol, was one of the
organization’s most successful to date, as we tightened
operations, improved security and safety, and
made strategic choices to make the events safe and
successful celebrations of Latin American culture in
Vancouver. The development of the Latin Plaza Hub
has not only provided us a wonderful new home, but
has greatly increased our ability to foster professional

growth and allow people and businesses to access
the tools, opportunities and connections they need to
achieve their personal and professional goals. It has
also brought to life the vision of Latincouver as a social
and economic hub, or plaza, for the thousands of Latin
Americans and Latin enthusiasts who we support, both
in BC and globally.
The contributions of everyone involved in the
events and programs over the past year has been
heartwarming to behold and we are continuously
impressed by the professionalism, work-ethic and
innovation that each of you bring to your roles.
It is a team we are proud to be a part of.
On behalf of the Board of Directors of Latincouver
Cultural and Business Society, we thank all of you
for another year of positive and long-lasting
contributions, and we look forward to working
with you this coming year in continued service to
our community and members.
Yours truly,

Brendan W. Brock
President, Board of Directors
Latincouver Cultural and Business Society
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MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
2018 was a very excited year for
Latincouver and most important we
were able to bring a strong team to the
organization. I am very proud of all the
work that we were able to achieve together.
PAOLA V. MURILLO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

First, when making a quick look back to 2018, you will
probably agree with me that this was a very special
year not only because we turned 10, but also because
we were able to materialize goals.
Honestly, ten years ago, all of this concept of a
plaza was only a dream: a physical space where our
community could come together, where we could have
a stronger voice, where we could collectively try to
open many opportunities instead of just one person
trying to knock a door, and where we could share our
culture and bring an actual image of Latin America.
But all of this was merely a topic of a conversation or
a drawing in napkins and blackboards. Although in the
last 10 years we have been developing projects to put
these objectives to work, finally in 2018, we had our
own space. Just to put this achievement in perspective,
we moved ten times during ten years. We frequently
had to think in a creative way in order to be in each of
those locations, and it took us three months to build
the last one. Many of us spent hours taking down walls,
painting, or cleaning, and we even had the support of
our family and friends to help us complete our own
space. Finally, our Plaza was built. In May 2018, we
kicked off and had our grand opening. We are grateful
to our partners Creative Future who believed in us and
made possible The Latin Plaza Hub. We can proudly say
that we have now the first Latin American coworking
space in Canada and it is in Vancouver.
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Carnaval del Sol and The Latin American Week were
again a big success in 2018. We brought hundreds
of people to Concord Pacific. Carnaval del Sol was a
lot more colorful than previous years. Thanks to BC
Creative, we were able to extend our music stages to
nine areas. We also extended our beer garden to 1000
people, and had more activities for children and adults.
For the first time, we had a major sponsorship from
Tim Hortons for our Sol Lounge VIP Area. We were able
to automatize, secure and prepare lots of our systems,
improving our processes so much than we did not have
any issues reported to the insurance company or the
police. Last year, we charged $2 dollars to enter and
we offered the super pass for $10. This was a great
success and it also helped Carnaval del Sol to end up
with positive numbers. Although sponsorship was
very low compared to previous years, we surpassed
our expectations in what we received in grants. We
had definitely a great team headed by Natalia Parga
who was able to transmit her passion and creativity to
Carnaval del Sol 2018.
Other great news was that the Latin-Canadian
Professional Network (LCPN) finished with very
positive results in numbers. We had Langara School
of Management sponsoring our events, and we were
able to enter into our first partnership with a financial
institution, the Vancity Credit Union, to support this
great initiative. Besides, we increased the amount of
LCPN and Latincouver members. Our new branded
Member Benefits Package was a great resource to
generate more interest in our community.

Another great highlight in 2018 was that the Mayor
Candidates addressed to our community in our Latin
Plaza. We were able to start this initiative
and host the event at our ExpoPlaza Latina series.
Over 100 people attended, and we had the presence
of the Consulate of Mexico and the Honorary Consul
of Costa Rica as well as some local media. This was an
important achievement since it reflects the interest
of the city to connect with our community and it
positioned all of us in the center where they can meet
and learn from each other. I am very delighted of
having achieved this as a team.
How can I leave out our Inspirational Latin Awards! This
event took place in November 1st to acknowledge the
contributions of the ten most influential Hispanics in
Canada. This was a great example of how united the
Latin community can be from the West to East. The
Minister of Canadian Heritage Pablo Rodriguez was
able to learn about our Latin professional community
in Vancouver. This was also the last public event for
the former Mayor of Vancouver Gregor Robertson who
has worked to provide us spaces to grow in the city
of Vancouver for the last 10 years. I was very proud
that we were able to put the spotlight on members of
our community who are creating a positive impact on
British Columbia, and consequently in Canada. This was
our first ILA event in which we were able to bring so
many sponsors, host it in a prestigious venue like the
Westin Hotel, and finish with great positive numbers.

In short, the year 2018 was very exciting for
Latincouver. Most importantly, we were able to bring
a strong team to the organization. I am very proud of
all the work that we were able to achieve together.
I am deeply grateful to the outstanding Board of
Directors which gives their time to ensure that our
resources are used wisely and the organization is well
governed, and also consistently supports me in my role
as Executive Director. In addition, I want to extend my
heartfelt thanks to our staff, the Operations executive
team, and all the volunteers that joined us because all
your ideas, dedication, and beliefs contributed to where
we are today.
Sincerely,

Paola V. Murillo
Executive Director
Latincouver Cultural and Business Society
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WHO WE ARE & WHAT WE DO
OUR MISSION
Latincouver creates a socio-economic space to promote
relationships and cultural exchange among Latin
Americans and the Canadian Mosaic.

Latincouver is a non-profit organization that brings
together Latin Americans and Latin enthusiasts,
creating a socio-economic space to promote
relationships and cultural exchange. As the largest
Latin American organization in BC, Latincouver creates
physical and virtual spaces that allow Latin American
culture, entrepreneurship, art, and social interaction
within a Canadian context.

OUR VISION
We want to create physical and virtual spaces that
allows the development of Latin American culture,
and business and social interaction within a Canadian
context to build a strong community while we support
each other to grow in British Columbia.

We play an important role connecting thousands of
people creating a vast network that can be compared to
the public square or, as it is commonly referred in Latin
America, “la plaza”. The plaza is the social and economic
hub of a city and is the heart of the community.
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TIMELINE
2008
Time to Create a Latino Plaza in BC?
In 2008 Paola Murillo felt there was a need for Latinos to feel more welcome in our
City and invited a group of friends to join this new concept of a Latino Plaza in BC.
A Latin Plaza was in the works. The name “Latincouver” just sounded right, the
perfect mix between Latinos and Vancouver. We got together and organized the first
Latino Breakfast Event once a month. We worked from a small studio in Westend.

2009

2010

Latincouver’s Website Launch
We were welcomed within the Latin
American communities in 2009 with
a huge launch Party. Latincouver
”The Virtual Plaza in BC” was officially
born. We presented our 1st Carnaval
del Sol in Vancouver at the Hellenic
Community. Our 1st Website version
was introduced.

2nd Carnaval del Sol
Our 2nd Carnaval del Sol had its
first outdoors edition at Strathcona
Park. We celebrated other events.
Latincouver also hosted the 1st
Halloween party. For the first time
the Mayor of Vancouver joined
Carnaval del Sol and played soccer
with the Latin American Consulates.

2011
Green Events
The strong support from Latin American Consulates and BC Government helped
us growing tremendously. The Colombian Consulate gave us recognition for our
efforts. We had David Suzuki as our main speaker at the 3rd edition of Carnaval
del Sol, held for the 1st time at Granville Street. The same year our Director, Paola
Murillo, received an award as one of 10 most influential Latin in Canada. We build a
partnership with Cuso International who donated an office space for one full year.

2012
ExpoPlaza & Inspirational
Another special year for Latincouver. We launched 2 new programs. First Expoplaza
Latina was created to explore the business liaisons between Canada & Latin
America. After The Inspirational Latin Awards will see the light of this city to
recognize outstanding Latin personalities thriving in our Province. This year Carnaval
del Sol was extended to a 2 – day event, one day was not enough for that much fun.

2013
Official Recognition
The city of Vancouver got its eye on Latincouver establishing this series of events as the
1st “Latin American Week”, an official recognition from the City. The certification was
given to Latincouver while the 5th edition of Carnaval del Sol. The website continued
developing and Expoplaza Latina 2013 had more presence in the business hub of
Vancouver. We moved to Educacentre, a French partner who donated for a full year
our rent at half price.

2014

2015

10 Most Influential & More
Latincouver was honoured to host and
present the 10 Most Influential Hispanic
Canadians Ceremony celebrated for
the 1st time in Vancouver. This year our
work was being eyed by other levels of
the government, we received the “Latin
American Week” proclamation by the
BC Government. First official office for
Latincouver located in Gastown.

Seminar Series
In pursuing of a better knowledge of Latin American
& Canadian Businesses culture in Vancouver, we
developed ‘Expoplaza Latina – Seminar series’
throughout 2015 with the strong support of the
Latin American Consulates. Carnaval del Sol
became needed a better location to be able to host
attendees coming from further corners of Metro
Vancouver, we change locations of Carnaval del Sol
from Granville Street to Concord Pacific Place.

2016
Latin Innovation Hub
Becoming the Latin ‘plaza’ has always been the goal of Latincouver. After much doorknocking, in 2016, the Iranian and the Latin communities have united efforts to create
affordable office space for entrepreneurs in a place we call The Latin Innovation Hub. In
2016, the Canadian government invested for the first time $118.000 for our main activity,
Carnaval del Sol. This set an important tone for us to believe that Latincouver needs to
continue advocating for the integration and the celebration of our culture, especially
because we believe in welcoming everyone to a common place.

2017
Latincouver’s Growth
We were able to hire two permanent positions, in order to improve our organization and
serve better the Latin American community in BC. This step is just the beginning of a new
path that we are envisioning for Latincouver. First time in Latincouver’s history where we
received more funding from many different levels of Governments.

2018
10 Year Anniversary
Latincouver & Carnaval del Sol celebrated 10 years of leading programs and hosting events, supporting
our vibrant and diverse Latin community in Vancouver. It was time for immense pride as the Latin
American Community is continuously making a significant positive social & economic contributions
to Vancouver. 10 years of bringing our culture full of colours, and flavours to this beautiful city. 10
amazing years of bringing people together promoting culture, supporting communities, empowering
people and connecting business, giving happiness to a country that has received us with open arms.
Ten years of teaching the power of Latinos around the world and of dreaming of having a physical
space to connect the Latin America community in Vancouver. Today, we call this dream Latin Plaza
Hub. In 2018 we launched the first co-working space connecting Canada and Latin America, where
we offer a fun and vibrant space for entrepreneurs and freelancers to work from.

CONNECTING
BUSINESS

LATIN-CANADIAN
PROFESSIONAL NETWORK
LCPN Business
Networking Events

Latin-Canadian Professional Network (LCPN) is a
program created by Latincouver where students, job
seekers, newcomers, entrepreneurs, companies, and
non–profits receive exclusive benefits from Latincouver
and its partners and learn how to utilize their assets
and contribute to the local economy. Through
networking business events and a membership
program people get the opportunity to share
experiences and expand their professional connections
allowing business to grow and providing opportunity to
tap into Vancouver’s Business Network.

Latincouver wants to be the place to create business
opportunities in BC and Latin America. To make this
possible, Latincouver also highlights entrepreneurial
success stories at each networking event, hosting
speakers that come from different backgrounds. In
2018, Client Relationship and Business Development
managers, a Social Media trainer and consultant,
a Marketing Growth manager, and CEOs shared
their experiences and inspired both Latin American
entrepreneurs and local enthusiasts in BC.
Each event has a topic that is based on the speaker.
The topics of the 7 networking events included: “Beer
Tasting”, “Be ready for the unexpected”, “Find out about
the startup resources in Vancouver”, “Planning for
success”, “New ways to boost your business through
social media”, “Fundamentals of starting a business and
the importance of business planning ”, and “Blockchain
technology and how it impacts on your business and
personal life”.

Partners
240+
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ATTENDEES
YEAR AROUND

NETWORKING
EVENTS

OVER 200
30+

GUEST
PER EVENT

BUSINESSES
CONNECTED

60+

MEMBERS

10+

SPECIALIZED
SPEAKERS

LCPN Membership
Our Programs, projects and activities became
the starting point to support success, creating
opportunities for businesses to connect, cultures to be
promoted, people to get empowered, and communities
being supported. Latincouver believes that new
businesses and talents support economic growth in
BC by creating opportunities between the province,
Canada and Latin America. Motivated by this idea,
we offer a membership program to better help the
development of individuals and business giving access
to networking opportunities and exclusive benefits.

Membership Categories:

STARTER

BASIC

PRO
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La Terrazza Restaurant, Mangos Lounge Sport bar and
Vancouver Economic Commission were key partners
for the LCPN networking events in 2018 and were
the venues for all those events. With the ultimate
support of these partners, Latincouver was able to host
networking events in the heart of the downtown area,
leading to a nice and charming environment.
The partnership with AVIA Employment Services, an
initiative funded by WorkBC, gave us the opportunity to
promote our programs with job seekers and provided
our community access to the services provided
by this organization. With this partnership, AVIA
Employment Services / Work BC offered the venue
for LCPN presentations and selected speakers for
interesting topics related to job placement. Latincouver
helped to choose the topic and promoted the event
through websites, our social media channels, and
email marketing using our database. The events were
intimate sessions with around 15 attendees to allow a
more personalized discussion and case analysis.
Topics: Time to find a right job for you, December
2017; Creating your network in a new country, March
2018; Engineering jobs: Where and how to look for
them, May 2018; Shifting to a new career in Canada,
September 2018.

Sponsors
Latincouver Grants and Fundraising and LCPN teams
are constantly looking for sponsors to support the
Latin-Canadian Professional Network program and its
networking events and members.
In 2018, Latincouver established a partnership with
Langara School of Management for the first time
to offer sponsored Latin-Canadian professional
networking events. Langara School of Management
is the official sponsor of 3 breakfast meetings, each
one taking place in each term during the 2018–2019
school year, and this will be a great opportunity for
the Langara School of Management to reach the Latin
market and community in B.C. Latincouver will donate
a $500 scholarship to the top Latino student studying
at Langara during the 2018–2019 school year, and
spots will be reserved for Langara students at each
sponsored breakfast, which allows students to have
real networking experience and opportunities to start
building connections. Another important partnership
has been established with Vancity Credit Union to
provide value for the LCPN Program and the Latin Plaza
Hub through funding and support with networking
events, workshops and clinic hours for both individuals
and businesses

Other memberships

Latincouver Membership : Latincouver has a
diverse community of members who actively support
Latincouver’s vision and mission. These are government
representatives and individuals who have been part of
our organization in many ways as volunteer, supporter,
promoter, or ambassador. The members of Latincouver
will learn more about how to assist and help our
organization, engaging in and supporting meaningful
change through a variety of areas, such as business and
culture, by means of both the organization of signature
events tailored to connect entrepreneurs, and the
empowerment of people to determine Latincouver’s
direction. Being a member of Latincouver gives a
voice in our organization, access to AGM, and the right
tools to be an advocate of our programs and events.
Latincouver membership is separate program and
has a different purpose than the LCPN Membership.
Approvals may be conditioned upon any requirements
that the Board may impose

Amigo Card: Amigo Card was a program created by
Latincouver in 2012 with the aim to create a sociocultural network, be a business portal for Latin
Americans in Vancouver, and help to raise funds for
Latincouver programs and events. Amigo Card was a
passport card used by its members to get discounts in
services and products. This was a fun and unique way
for participant partners to advertise great benefits and
special discounts to card holders. This program was
discontinued in 2015, and we want to bring it back in
2019. The Amigo Card project is important since this
constitutes a gateway for local businesses connecting
the Latin American communities with the Canadian
community. We believe in Latincouver’s mission of
enriching socio-cultural networks and being a business
portal for Latin Americans in Vancouver with this
program.

SUMMARY OF 2018 AND FORECAST OF 2019 FOR THE LATIN-CANADIAN PROFESSIONAL NETWORK PROGRAM

INCOME ($)

2019

2018

2017

MEMBERSHIPS

$20,000.00

$12,334.00

$10,395.00

TICKETS FOR NETWORKING EVENTS

$2,884.00

$2,005.00

$2,562.00

GRANTS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$1.00

SPONSORS

$21,000.00

$5,700.00

$3,104.00

TOTAL INCOME

$53,884.00

$30,039.00

$16,062.00

CASH

$15,400.00

$1,761.50

INKIND

$31,250.00

$9,421.00

TOTAL EXPENSES

$46,650.00

$11,182.50

$5,200.00

REVENUE LCPN

$7,234.00

$14,439.00

$7,725.00
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EXPOPLAZA LATINA
“Mining opportunities
in Bolivia”

ExpoPlaza Latina (EPL) is the premier platform
connecting Western Canada and Latin America for
business exchange through panel discussions, with
high-profile speakers and networking events. As
part of the larger Latincouver umbrella, ExpoPlaza
Latina aims to tap into trade opportunities between
companies and organizations in the Pacific Northwest
and Latin America, as well as to become a hub to share
experiences and entrepreneurial endeavours.
When we started the program in 2013, we were
assisted by a grant of $20,000. However, we have not
obtained any further grants or major sponsors for
EPL afterwards. ExpoPlaza Latina has now established
its own brand and other organizations and events
look for partnerships to put together their events. E.g
GLOBE, CIC, CCA, Mining opportunities. ExpoPlaza Latin
should continue to leverage partnership in order to
maintain its name alive. Topics in technology, Startups, sustainability , Corporate Social responsibility,
International Trade and Woman in Business should be
supported through strong partnerships. Over the past
years, we have experimented Expoplaza Latina with
different models, from one major annual event to four
small events a year. In 2018, we focused on two main
events to keep the ExpoPlaza Latina brand strong and
ensure a sustainable program to Latincouver.
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In 2018, Mirrai International, a consulting boutique
agency located in Vancouver and a partner since
its beginnings, assisted Latincouver in organizing
and executing one of those events: the conference
featuring mining opportunities in Bolivia, presented by
the Minister of Mining and Metallurgy Cesar Navarro
Miranda, at the Terminal City Club. Over 50 influential
leaders in the mining sector attended this significant
event, following PDAC convention in Toronto.
This event was made possible through the participation
of great supporters:
• New Pacific Metals
As main sponsor of the event responsible for
looking for other sponsors and partners. They
were able to secure funding for the whole event,
including their contribution
• Pan American Silver
• Ferrere Abogados
• MOI Solicitors

Event Overview
Date: March 8th, 2018
Time: 12pm-2:30pm
Venue: Terminal City Club
Attendees: 53
Tickets: Free - By invitation only

Speakers

Event Overview

Presentation by the Minister of Mines and
Energy of Bolivia

“Who is going to be
Vancouver’s Mayor in 2018?”
On September 6th, 2018 Latincouver organized
the ExpoPlaza Latina event “Who is Going to be
Vancouver’s Mayor in 2018?” at the Latin Plaza Hub. The
event oversaw a participation of around 100 people
interested in learning about the initiatives of Vancouver
Mayor 2018 candidates that will affect the Latin
American community. It was the first time the Latin
American community in Vancouver had the opportunity
to interact with the mayoral candidates at the same
time in a single event.
Latincouver invited all candidates running for Mayor
to Latin Plaza Hub and gave them the opportunity
of meeting with the Latin American community to
share their initiatives on the 2018 municipal elections.
ExpoPlaza Latina forum started the conversation
between politicians and members of the Latin
Community for the very first time in Vancouver’s
history. The invitation to participate on the Panel
was open to all seven candidates from which an
impressive 75% accepted.
A good example of this vision being achieved, besides
the event, was a commitment made by the candidates
with Latincouver network, to weekly attend meetings
with representatives from the Latin Community
(Newcomers, Community leaders and Business
Owners), to discuss improvements on how to support
and integrate the Latin community in Vancouver.
Certainly a good start!

Date: September 6th, 2018
Time: 6:30pm
Venue: Latin Plaza Hub
Attendees: 100
Tickets: Free

Speakers
• Ian Campbell (Vision Vancouver)
• David Chen (Independent)
• Hector Bremner (Independent)
• Wai Young (Independent)
• Shauna Sylvester (Independent)
• Ken Sim (Non-Partisan)
• Moderator: Mario Canesco.
Regrettably, lack of funding and dedicated resources
continue to be a challenge for ExpoPlaza Latina. In
order to keep and develop this program, will always
need a full time skilled and dedicated Project Manager
on site- in order to produce a successful event. To
support this, an ExpoPlaza Latina manual is being
developed and should be completed by Dec 2019,
and we remain looking for sponsors, supporters and
grants. ExpoPlaza’s team has been working very hard
with the goal of educating audiences about Latin
America in Western Canada since 2013.Next year, and
we are looking forward to keep promoting discussions
concerning key issues on Canadian and Latin American
business markets, in topics like in 2018.

EXPOPLAZA LATINA

INCOME

2018

2017

2016

Tickets

$1,570.00

$6,603.25

$3,977.85

Sponsorship

$15,000

$9,689

$3,500

Total Income

$16,570

$16,292.25

$7,477.85

Total Expenses

$12,952.12

$14,054.55

$7,805.25

Revenue EPL

$3,617.88

$2,237.7

-$327.4
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EMPOWERING
PEOPLE

INSPIRATIONAL LATIN
AWARDS
Two events in one took place on Thursday, November
1st at The Westin Bayshore in Vancouver. The events
were TD’s “Ten most influential Hispanic Canadians”,
organization that honour Hispanics across Canada
and Latincouver’s “Inspirational Latin Awards” that
recognizes the outstanding achievements of individuals
from the Latin American community in B.C.
At Latincouver, empowering people has always been
among our main priorities. The Inspirational Latin
Awards is our way of recognizing those individuals with
outstanding achievements from the Latin American
community in B.C., and in few cases, overseas. Every
other year, this event is our special gala, where we prize
distinguished inspiring members of the Latin American
community for their outstanding achievements, and
those who have shown tremendous support for
a company or an organization that contributes to
economic and cultural development in Latin America
and B.C. The nomination categories recognize
achievements that range from arts and culture to
business and innovation.

Canada declared October as the “Latin American
Heritage Month” and we commemorated it on
November 1st 2018 by recognizing individuals who
have made a significant difference in their community,
have guided, supported and encouraged their business,
and have been considered an asset in the development
and commitment of the community they live in.
Six inspirational Latin Americans were awarded,
and TD’s 10 most influential Hispanic Canadians
were announced by Minister of Canadian Heritage
and Multiculturalism.

Latincouver Annual Report 2019
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As of today, there are 25 awardees in B.C. all born in
different Latin American countries. The Inspirational
Latin Awards program was presented and organized
by Latincouver with the support of the following
sponsors: Endeavour Silver, Pan American Silver,
Toastmaster-District 96, Eclipse Awards, Cuso
International, the International Language School
of Canada (ILAC), and Futurpreneur Canada.

Art & Culture Category: Lourdes Ruiz

We had the honour to have the attendance of
Vancouver’s former-Mayor Gregor Robertson, who
was a great supporter of Latincouver during the last
10 years. Also, the Honourable Pablo Rodriguez,
Minister of Canadian Heritage and Multiculturalism,
announced TD Bank’s “10 most influential Hispanic
Canadians”.
TD’s “10 most influential Hispanic Canadians”
recognizes community members from across Canada.
There have been 120 awardees in 7 provinces,
representing 18 countries of origin. The program
is presented by TD Bank is organized by Canadian
Hispanic Business Alliance. The winners of 10 Most
influential Hispanic Canadians were: Isaac Garcia, Dr.
Carlos Escobedo, Fernando Mata, Dr. Luis Fernando
Villalba, Alvaro Pombo, Dr. Jorge Burneo, Marcelo
Aliendro, Jose Castillo, Cesar Jaramillo, and Senator
Rosa Gálvez.
Venue: The Westin Bayshore Hotel
Attendees: 235
Sponsors: 8
Budgeted Income: $24,840
Budgeted Expenses: $17,859

Winners:

Online Influencer: Michael Reyes

Non-Latino Making an Impact Category: Inspire
Health

Waldo Brino Category: Chafika Eddine

Business Entrepreneur Category: Alex Beim

20

Innovation & Sustainability Category: Pilar Portela
i4c Innovation
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PROMOTING
CULTURE

LATIN AMERICAN WEEK &
CARNAVAL DEL SOL
LATIN AMERICAN WEEK EVENTS

For the last 10 years, Latincouver has successfully
hosted the biggest Latin American festival in the Pacific
Northwest. Recognized by the Province of British
Columbia and the City of Vancouver, this festival has all
the excitement, colours, and tastes for everyone.
The shared objective of Carnaval del Sol and Latin
American Week is to act as a much-needed bridge
between the rapidly growing Latin American
community and other communities in Vancouver.
This festival is an out-picturing of “la plaza” because it
connects people through arts and culture and provides
a space for interaction.
Latin American Week is the name given to the schedule
of festivities presented in advance of Carnaval del Sol.
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10 Years Celebrating Multiculturalism
in Canada
Location: Science WorldThis was an event created
to say thanks to our “amigos” (friends) who have
been volunteering with us and following our work
in Vancouver. Our 10th anniversary night was full of
pride for being part of one of the most multicultural
countries in the world.

the styles of samba, bossa nova, and chorus, creating
the perfect atmosphere for a magical evening.

Fiesta Blanca Cruise
Location: Harbour Cruise Marina

2018-06-25

9:07 PM

PRESENTED BY:

Latincouver proudly celebrated Canada’s birthday
with hundreds of people from the
Latino
Register
yourcommunities
community
JULY
7TH in the
carnavaldelsol.ca
in B.C. Everyone came together toat
participate
Canada Day Parade with Latin music, dances, and
PRESENTED BY:
traditional
costumes. w w w . c a r n a v a l d e l s o l . c a
@CarnavaldelSol

Insta

www.carnavaldelsol.ca
carnavaldelsolyvr

LATIN COMMUNITIES
ARE GOING TO COME TOGETHER
TO REPRESENT THEIR CULTURES
IN THE CANADA DAY PARADE

carnavaldelsolyvr

Latincouver, in partnership with the governments
of Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver, and the
Consulate General of Mexico in Vancouver, presented
a night of female celebration. The event featured
SUPER
a Filmmaker’s Panel that provided a different,
PASS
intercultural perspective of the Americas,
using
women’s voices .

JULY 7TH

JULY301STTH SUPER
JUNE
PASS
Downtown Vancouver
West Georgia & Broughton St
Canada Day Parade
Location: Granville Island

Location: UBC Robson Square

v a n c o u v e r

1

v a n c o u v e r

LATAM_Week_Banner.pdf

Women’s Voices

v a n c o u v e r

This event was created to celebrate Latin-American
culture with an amazing mix of Latin rhythms.
Attendees walked the red-carpet entrance and took
advantage of their “Fiesta Blanca” photo op in front
of the backdrop to commemorate “Fiesta Blanca”.
Then, dressed all in glamorous white, while cruising,
guests started dancing and having fun aboard the MV
Britannia, the best vessel for Latin music all night long.

FREE
carnavaldelsolyvr
EVENT

@CarnavaldelSol

Flamenco, Tango and Wine

Insta

carnavaldelsolyvr

SUPER
Location: Performance Works, Granville
Island
PASS

The sights, sounds, and sips of Latin America came to
Vancouver for one night only with “Flamenco, Tango
and Wine in One Night”, a celebration of Argentinian
wine and award-winning entertainment presented by
Latincouver, Christopher Stewart Wine & Spirits, and
various B.C. dance studios. Guests were treated to an
JULYin7TH
authentic taste of tango and flamenco
an intimate
setting, while indulging in a flight of Argentinian wines.
PRESENTED BY:
www.carnavaldelsol.ca
carnavaldelsolyvr

@CarnavaldelSol

Insta

carnavaldelsolyvr

Latin Film Night with VIFF
Location: Vancity Theatre

v a n c o u v e r

In partnership with Vancouver International Film
Festival, the Consulate General of Brazil, the
consulate General of Mexico in Vancouver, and CUSO
International, Latincouver proudly presented Latin Film
Night with VIFF, a celebration of the Latin-American film
industry. Attendees were treated to screenings of two
films that represented the diverse Latino culture and
heritage. Additionally, Duo Mara Coelho performed an
acoustic set of authentic Brazilian rhythms featuring

SUPER
PASS
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Highlights
Carnaval del Sol
Location: Concord Pacific Place
Carnaval de Sol is the biggest Latin festival in the
Pacific Northwest. It is two days of live music, art,
dance, sports, and poetry in celebration of LatinAmerican Culture.
For tenth year in a row, the biggest Latin festival in
the Pacific Northwest, Carnaval del Sol, recreated the
atmosphere of a vibrant city plaza in Latin America.
The arts showcased during this event included live
musical bands, Native Canadian and Latin-American
visual art, traditional folk dances from different
countries, arts and crafts displays, dancing and culinary
lessons, a Latin-American inspired fashion show,
and an amazing kids Plaza.
The shared objective of Carnaval del Sol and LatinAmerican Week was to act as a much-needed
bridge between the rapidly growing Latin-American
communities and other communities in Vancouver.

Latin American Week and
Carnaval del Sol’s big numbers

400

VISITORS

100+

EXHIBITORS

10

350+

PLAZAS

VOLUNTEERS

8

TEAMS AT THE
WORLD CSOL SOCCER
TOURNAMENT

6+

TALENTED CHEFS
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Another innovation was the Experience Plaza. This
plaza space was created to enhance how people feel
and experience the culinary taste of Latin America.
Here people had the opportunity to cook different
Latin-American cuisines with amazing chefs from all
over the world. The main show was a special workshop
sponsored by the Consulate General of US where our
main star was Drew Antoine a chef and author from
New Orleans, Louisiana.
Next to the great success of the Experience Plaza,
Carnaval del Sol 2018 was proud to host special guest
Fashion Designer Tony Sequera, all the way from Poza
Rica, Veracruz, Mexico at the Family Plaza Fashion
Show. Tony presented a unique new collection for
Carnaval del Sol.
2018 was therefore a year of lots of firsts for the
festival. Besides the cooking show, the fashion show
and the branding, we charged admission and or the
first time in our history we were honoured by a letter
of recognition from the Prime Minister of Canada,
Justin Trudeau.
In addition to continuing with the improvements from
last year, we expect 2019 to be a year of technology
with the development of the app as well as more LED
branding presence around the festival.

100,000+

ARTIST
PERFORMING

The 2018 effort to redesign the brand of Carnaval del
Sol with concepts of warmth, colour, movement and
elements of Latin America paid off with advertisers
and sponsors responding positively to the change. This
brand redesign came with a few other changes, like the
creation of the Chill Zone green spaces which brought
comfort and energy, both physical energy as well as
power for mobile phones.
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Improvements
We are looking to improve the experience of volunteers
that are dedicating time to our event. We have a
new promotional plan which includes social media
promotion to attract more volunteers so that we can
diminish the shift hours for volunteers. By attracting
volunteers earlier and involving them in the project
ahead of time we are also working to manage the
work-life balance of the core team during those last
two months before the event. Volunteer shifts will be
assigned for build-up and tear down as well as the
core festival.

We are assigning a higher budget to the waste
management and green component of the festival.
Our recycling bins were contaminated last year
and it was decided that these positions for waste
management are not “volunteerable” and that without
a management system throughout the festival, it
becomes an impossible task at the end.

Town offered a fantastic opportunity for those
performers to actively engage with the community
and to gain fun experience performing in the city
and exciting environments. There is no better way to
express and truly understand different cultures, than
through music. Latincouver loves to promote new
talents and supports the dreams of new artists.

We are also looking into taking out straws from
festival, and placing water bottle refill stations around
the festival.

The Sol Fiestas showed a little bit of what Carnaval
del Sol was about this year; presenting bands and
DJs that performed in 6 different events for over
2000 attendees.

Sol Fiestas

We created Sol Fiestas in 2018 with the concept to
promote Carnaval del Sol and show attendees what to
expect at our festival in July.

For the first time a combination of multiple parties,
representing Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela,
Mexico, Cuba and the Caribbean, warmed up the Latino
spirit prior our very awaited event: Carnaval del Sol.

The Sol Fiestas that were the most successful and
brought more positive feedback were the Brazilian and
Mexican parties, representing the two fastest-growing
Latin Communities in BC.

Latincouver and Latin American Week present a
variety of artistic performances representing different
nationalities. Sol Fiesta Around

CARNAVAL DE SOL, LATIN AMERICAN WEEK AND SOL FIESTAS:

2016

2017

2018

2019

CSOL

$277,301.00

$367,873.91

$456,695.35

$510,650.00

LAW

$4,122.00

$12,744.00

$27,761.49

$89,497.00

SOL FIESTA

$0.00

$0.00

$62,621.81

$56,500.00

TOTAL INCOME

$281,423.00

$380,617.91

$547,078.65

$656,647.00

TOTAL EXPENSES

$265,299.00

$354,862.35

$474,053.86

$602,255.00
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Statement from the Prime Minister of Canada
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the
Inspirational Latin Awards and the 10 Most
Influential Hispanic-Canadians.
These awards recognize outstanding individuals in
our Hispanic-Canadian community who have
worked to improve our communities and country.
The past recipients of these awards include
entrepreneurs, scientists, educators, and artists.
Though their areas of achievement may differ, they
are united in a common dedication to excellence.
Canada is undoubtedly stronger because of our rich diversity, a strength
bolstered by the countless contributions of our Hispanic-Canadian
community. As we gather to recognize the community leaders who have
distinguished themselves, let us also take this opportunity to recognize the
efforts of those that work to deepen the ties within our Hispanic-Canadian
community.
Please accept my warmest welcome and best wishes for a memorable
ceremony!

Ottawa
2018
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SUPPORTING
COMMUNITIES

IMPACTS

36,400+

HOURS OF VOLUNTEER
SERVICE AND WORK
HOURS

103,833+

PEOPLE ATTENDING
OUR EVENTS DURING
THE YEAR

39+ YEAR

ROUND EVENTS
TO ENGAGE THE
COMMUNITY

28

135,732

ONLINE PLAZA
(SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOWERS, NEWSLETTER
SUBSCRIBERS,
WEBSITE USERS)
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SUPPORTING THE LATIN COMMUNITY
ON THE HOLIDAY SEASON
At Latincouver, we really believe in caring. We think
that there’s no greater feeling than the one that comes
from helping people in need, and bringing the Latin
community together. Thanks to the community, we
were able to gather food, toys and clothes for the
Latin-American refugees families in need.

We want to thank everyone that donated; giving these
people a little bit of hope for Christmas. We collected
the donation at Latin Plaza in December, and worked
in partnership with Moisac to deliver the donations.

Latincouver Annual Report 2019
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VOLUNTEERS SUCCESS STORIES
Diana Correa Bonnet,
Colombia
August 2018
Latincouver is a great latin american community. I
enjoyed time spent there and, recommend people
of any latitudes go there to work. You will meet great
people, make friends, make your culture known and,
learn from others. Thank you Latincouver, I carry you
in my heart!!!

Dario Passariello, Italy
June 2018
I love this community, colours, happiness and enjoy of
life is everywhere here. This community is strong and
powered by great friendship that shine together!
PS: technologies are very welcome in this
community!... take care!

Reza Ghannadan, Iran
July 2018
Latincouver is a great place to meet people, have fun
and challenge yourself! I was surprised how much fun
and grand the events were. I would highly recommend
others looking for a fun and rewarding community to
get involved with Latincouver!

Luciana Skopinski, Brazil
August 2018
This was my first experience as a volunteer here in
Canada. Volunteering at Latincouver was more than
I expected. The connexion and the passion for Latin
America made me feel at home. Carnaval del Sol was
a weekend with a lot of fun. I will remember and have
this memory in my heart, because we, as a team,
worked very hard to make this event possible. Ad it
was a tremendous success. Thank you Latincouver
for everything. I was able to make new friends, share
experiences, learn with this amazing team. This
opportunity helped me to find a paid job, my first
Canadian experience.
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Ruchita Tolani, India
July 2018
It is a great place to work in . You meet difference
people from different countries , cultures. Great
experience , fun to work with.

Giuseppe Sarmiento
May 2018
Great team with great energy. I’ll be helping
Latincouver with their up coming events. Latincouver
provides a friendly environment and great networking
opportunities.

Alexandre Brabant
There are so many great memories from this weekend.
I will never forget this one, the best execution of the
CSOL ever because of this great team of passionate
people working together to the promotion of the latin
culture that I love and belong to. You also brought tears
in my eyes. You guys are the greatest team I have ever
been part of as you fill my heart with joy and gratitude.
Muchas gracias por todo.

Brendan Brock
This year, I was so incredibly impressed by the very
hard work and passion that everyone put into making
this a truly magical and successful event. I love the
other world that Carnaval becomes for people. This
year it was clear the team went to another level of
professionalism, organization and thought and I am
so proud to be a part of this amazing group of very
talented people!!

Ana Lucia Martinez

Sherry He

Thanks to all of you at Latincouver for making me
feel at home!

Graphic designer

Malcolm Aiken
Bravo! Amazing team work. An incredible group of
people making Disney moments :). Congrats on
magical weekend.

Jiddu Rivadeneira
It is a pleasure for me to be part of this team, to be able
to help a bit here and there from the far east. I really
LOVE! to work with you guys specially with these two
crazy Colombian women Pao and Nati, who can move
mountains just with their passion and positive energy.

Erica Plant

Latincouver is a fun, energetic and professional
organization. I enjoyed my working there and knowing
different people and embracing difference culture.

Sudipti Katwal
Marketing team
Latincouver is a great place to work at and it was a
pleasure to be a part of this organization. The people
are very friendly and supportive, the work culture is
amazing. The quality of work is great with challenging
projects, and various opportunities to learn and
improve professional skills. And I really appreciate the
opportunity to work here and contribute in whatever
way I could. My best wishes to Latincouver & the team
for all their future endeavours.

Volunteer at Carnaval del Sol,
I volunteered for Carnaval del Sol this year! It was so
fun and one of he best festivals i have ever been to.

Johana Palomino
Marketing team, Latincouver
It’s a great place to get a volunteer experience, all
people there are friendly and you feel like at home.

Latincouver Annual Report 2019
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Volunteer Initiative
In 2018 we had 450 volunteers, 103 (+19% vs YA) of
which were working in a core team of Latincouver,
and we believe we caused a direct positive impact on
those individuals since we were able to help them to
connect, find friends, locate job opportunities and
empower their skills. This is one of great motivators for
us to engage in the activities of Latincouver, seeing the
difference that we create in so many people that come
to our Plaza.
This year we were working on improving processes
of onboarding and engaging of volunteers and team,
providing mentorship, office activities, birthday
celebrations, team building events and other traditional
canadian celebrations to integrate newcomers into
Canadian society. The volunteers accumulated over
36400 (10% vs YA) hours of volunteering at Latincouver.
In 2019, we want to create even bigger support, with
the Latincouver Volunteer Club which will give support
to all the present past and future volunteers, we hope
people will be encouraged to support each other, and
we will encouraged people to connect and let us know
how we can help them as well.

Main HR processes
Human Resources Planning in 2018 we used same
timelines for planning staff needs as YA; and had
challenges in gathering team before CSOL 2018 due to
volatility of HR team.
Due to Mosaic IWERC program were able to hire HR
Manager for a long period and thus were able to
stabilize recruiting processes and hire team for CSol.
HR were working on improving manuals including
job analysis: we updated job titles, duties and
responsibilities for CSOL and other events;
Job description: The job description is written
collaboratively by coordinators and human resources),
Goal-setting ( The goal of the number of volunteers
- 350 for CSOL and LATAM), Implementing Recruiting
strategies , Engagement of volunteers (creating
atmosphere, birthday celebration, parties for
volunteers) . We reached the target, excluding near 10
positions that we missed for green team, logistics and
traffic control
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Sources of recruitment and
process
NEW
Addressing Latin communities, special groups by
interests in Facebook and enlarging database of
contacts in universities in addition to regular contacts
with schools, MEETUPS, created Latincouver Volunteers
Club on Facebook
Continued using platforms as Latincouver and Carnaval
del Sol website, Online Job Platform like Govolunteer.
ca, Post-Secondary and High Schools (ESL Schools): job
Boards, Personal Referrals, Social Media of Latincouver
Meetup Groups

In 2018 we hired 450 volunteers
Core team:
• 49 for CSOL and LATAM
• 40 for Latincouver
• 6 for EPL
• 6 for LCPN
• 3 for ILA
Volunteering is a highly regarded activity in Canada and
it also represents the “foot at the door” for newcomers.
Therefore, as a non-profit organization, we are thrilled
at the possibility to improve other people’s lives by
helping talented professionals grow and gain Canadian
experience. Our Volunteers range from students with
high potential to talented professionals with impressive
backgrounds. Latincouver depends on volunteers to
deliver programs that bring Latin immigrants, culture
enthusiasts, and the diverse local community together
to enhance professional and social development.
As part of a multicultural community in British
Columbia, Latincouver has been able to integrate
volunteers from around the world. 85% of our
volunteers are new to Canada. During the year people
from multiple countries were working. 73% - from
Latin America. Volunteers from more than 30 countries
participated in CSOL. Volunteers from 31 countries
were part of Latincouver 2018.

VOLUNTEERS BY COUNTRIES
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Plan for 2019:
HR Processes

HR Metrics
• 95 - 100% - positive rating and feedback from
volunteers

• Organize documentation (manual, procedures,
contracts, statistics, dashboards) during 1st quarter
2019

• 100% filled positions for staff

• Maintain annual plan for HR (budget, events,
engagement activities)

• 350+ volunteers for CSOL for 2 days

• Monthly processes (Monthly newsletters,
orientation process, exit process, reference letters
and certificates, evaluations)

• 80%+ filled positions for volunteer roles for key
positions
• 2+ months - average volunteer period with
Latincouver
• 2+ career fairs per year
• 10+ presentations in front of students - Latincouver
and Carnaval del Sol
• 10+ interns or practicum students throughout the
year

Latincouver Annual Report 2019
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GRANTS
Grants are important for nonprofit organizations to
help establish themselves, supplement their resources,
and support their mission statement. Latincouver
made efforts in 2018 to find more ways to receive
grant funds, and we were more selective in the grant
applications we submitted.
As a result we increased the total dollar amount we
received for the year. Our goal for 2019 is to seek out
donations and to increase corporate sponsorships.

Highlights: We were more successful in our
applications and received funding on 55% of the
applications we submitted.
Action plan for next year: To create a brochure
about our programs while at the same time, continue
to improve our sponsorship package. We are
communicating with a number of large corporate
sponsors and hope to have a major corporate sponsor
next year.

Challenges: Most of our grants are for CSOL, but
we are working on expanding that to include other
programs. Manpower is an ongoing challenge.

THE FUNDRAISING AND GRANTS MANAGER IS LINDA PURCELL. SHE IS A CPA, CGA AND HAS A BA FROM UBC IN
ENGLISH LITERATURE AND CREATIVE WRITING
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DETAILS

2018

2017

2016

FUNDING APPLICATIONS
PREPARED

27

34

7

FUNDING APPLICATIONS
APPROVED

15

8

4

FUNDING DOLLAR
AMOUNT APPROVED

$259,251

$200,975

$129,600
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FINANCIAL
The Operations department in the last 12 months
was challenged to manage the financial with two
new big scenarios, a new office with a sub-leasing,
and an increase in expenses and income in about
47% compared with 2017. In 2018 we got rid of

spreadsheets and we keep track of the Invoices and
expenses using our QuickBooks online system, in a day
by day basis, with a cash flow and budgets reports for
the Executive Director and for Board Members.

BELOW A BRIEF SUMMARY ABOUT INCOMES VS EXPENSES COMPARISON FROM 2016, 2017 AND 2018. MORE
INFORMATION AND FULL DETAILS IN OUR FINANCIAL STATEMENT 2018

2018

VAR
2018/2017

2017

VAR
2017/2016

2016

INCOME

$676,795.00

47.31%

$459,435.00

41.07%

$325,664.00

EXPENSES

$685,749.00

47.45%

$465,074.000

48.26%

$313,682.00

MAIN EXPENSES IN 2018 WERE RENT AND WAGES/CONTRACTORS, HERE A COMPARISON FROM 2016 UNTIL 2018

2016

2017

2018

RENT

$9,072.00

$18,891.00

$53,110.00

WAGES/CONTRACTORS

$138,927.00

$206,366.00

$294,955.00

BELOW A CHART ABOUT THE INCREASE IN RENT AND WAGES IN THE PAST THREE YEARS

EXPENSES 2016-2018
RENT

WAGES/CONTRACTORS

AMOUNT

$300000
$294,955.00

$200000
$138,927.00

$206,366.00

$100000
$9,072.00

$18,891.00

2016

2017

$53,110.00

$0
2018

YEAR
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MARKETING &
COMMUNICATIONS
Latincouver is an established entity in the community
and has built a strong relationship with our target
group through various channels. The user experience
with our brand has been built through events
organized by Latincouver, as well as events that we
participated as partners, website and social media
content, newsletters, one-on-one meetings, and active
involvement and communication with the government.

About our Target Group
Our membership is composed of artists, students,
newcomers, cultural enthusiasts, and entrepreneurs,
with a demographic that includes a variety of
nationalities and backgrounds.
Our community is composed of anyone who wants to
engage, interact, and develop Latin American culture,
business, or social exchanges within a Canadian
context. Latincouver has almost 90% of its Instagram
audience living in Vancouver, but we also have
followers from Toronto, Bogotá and México. More than
half of our followers are in the age range of 25 - 54
years out of which 58% are women. On our Latincouver
Facebook page 68% of followers are women, 90%
live in Canada, but what is interesting is that we
have followers from all over Latin America and even
from Egypt and South Africa. The main languages of
interaction on our Social Media pages are English and
Spanish. This shows that we are reaching people mainly
in Canada and Latin America following our mission and
vision to bring together Latin America and Canada in
one community.
Our Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn and
Youtube became stronger in 2018 as an established
network. We have more than 23,000 followers / fans
on social media, while Latincouver website averages
over 5.000 page views per month. We also have around
9.000 subscribers to our newsletter. Latincouver
numbers decreased relatively in 2017 due to a cleanup of our database. However, this clean-up helped to
increase the open click rate.

Promotions:
The Latincouver marketing team promotes our
programs and activities through our partners.
These partnerships brought opportunities for the
organization to provide benefits for the LCPN members
and the community of Latincouver followers (tickets
for Facebook fans, volunteers and board members),
and many opportunities for Latincouver to have tables,
stands, banners and promotional materials. The work
done by Latincouver staff and volunteers for these
promotions include: preparation and posts for Social
Media channels, newsletter and blog articles, creation
of website events pages and ads, Social Media coverage
at events and promotion to engage audience.
Most of those agreements with our partners (listed
below) benefited Latincouver in promoting its brand,
mission and vision thought our target group, bringing
the community together.
• Small Business BC
• Lunch Academy
• YVR Chill out Event
• Brazilian Community Association of BC
• Globe Forum - The Leadership Summit for
Sustainable Business
• Annual Independence of Colombia Picnic Event
• Vancouver Jazz Festival
• Capilano University Job Fair
• CanaWest
• DieMahler Ensemble
• Women’s Collective
• Global Entrepreneurship Week
• South Granville Seniors Center
• Chen Lizra
• Mosaic Job Fair
• Doxa Documentary Film Festival
• Spanish and Portuguese Book Fair at Vancouver
Public Library
• Simon Fraser University - Innovate: New approaches
to Canadian International Corporation
• Vancouver International Film Festival (VIFF)
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Advertisement Overview
Latincouver Online and Offline platforms are powerful
tools for companies to reach great advertising
results through the diverse public that form our
community. Our marketing team helps companies and
entrepreneurs to present their message within our
editorial voice, ensuring maximum engagement with
our unique audience (mainly through partnerships and
paid advertisement).
Online promotion with Latincouver:
• Website advertising
• Newsletter Article
• Social Media Posts
The following is an overview of third events or brand
advertisement through our online platforms from
January 2018 to December 2018:
• The Cultch
• Che Malambo
• David Villa | DV7
• Variety BC
• Cuso International
• MI casa Mexicana

Through our partnerships and participation in different
events, we were able to actively reach our target groups
and increase our brand awareness. Those partnerships
are also bringing new opportunities to share relevant
information to our target groups and gives volunteers
a chance to participate in great community events.
In 2018 we produced a new media kit for each
of our programs. This kit allows us to negotiate
more partnerships and also be able to customize
opportunities for our partners. With this, we were
able to be more clear about our digital advertisement
packages offered to companies interested in reaching
our community.Also we can highlight our partnership
with universities and colleges that bring many new
opportunities for volunteers join Latincouver and
also our events, improving our brand awareness
toward this public.
About our SEO and Ad words we can highlight the fact
that most traffic is coming from CSOL campaign and
within that campaign, most of the searches and related
keywords are related to the Brand *carnaval del sol*.
This is a good result, but also means that not as many
people as we would like to out there are searching to
attend a *latin event* or a *latin summer event* or
anything related (see full list of keywords attached).
This is a point of improvement.

• Red Global - MEX-CAN Forum 2018
Income:
Paid Advertisement 			
$2,590
In-kind (not monetary compensation)
$10,200
Total Income: 				$12,790
Accomplishments:
We can highlight our performance on Facebook and
Instagram. We almost doubled the number of followers
on those channels and also the engagement with
our target groups. This engagement translates into
an increase of potential for our partner and sponsor
brands. They can join and explore our advertising
channels in order to achieve their target goals. Many of
our partners have as an objective to reach out to the
Latin American community, to explore new markets,
but also to support them through services
and information. Those are an amazing opportunities
for Latincouver to share relevant and meaningful
content for our target group, and bring stories that can
change their lives.
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Marketing 2019

Our goals for 2019:

For 2019, our main goals is to increase the engagement
of our public on Facebook, Instagram and increase the
number of followers on LinkedIn, Twitter and Youtube.
We will pursue a better understand of our public
profile and interested to create a personalized content
for each platform and target. We want to work in our
pillars through our channels and make our mission
and vision even more clear.

Latin Plaza Hub is a space that is increasing in
popularity throughout our community. For 2019, we
will have a calendar of events and workshops in English
and Spanish to have the community share this amazing
space we have created with us. Our goal is also to
increase the rent of the space with 30% by the end of
the year.

For our website, the objective is work in content that
bring information and support for our community
and even more clear what we have being doing as an
organization to accomplish our mission and vision.
The goal is to increase the number of site visits.The
main goal in to convert our fans, followers and visitors
in sponsors, members, partners, attendees in our
events and volunteers.

Latincouver Marketing and
Latin Plaza Hub
Located in the heart of Gastown, we are the space
connecting entrepreneurs from Latin America and
Canada, helping newcomers feel at home and
establishing themselves. We are a fun and passionate
group of people that believe in making our dreams
come true through hard work and with the support of
our community. We offer a space where people can
connect with like-minded individuals, share ideas and
be part of the community.
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Virtual office
• 15 companies using our office to use the mailbox
• 2 events per week after hours
• 5 hours a week

ONLINE COMMUNICATIONS

665 Followers

Groups “Latincouver” +
“Carnaval del Sol”
10,796 Latincouver Page likes
5,573 Carnaval del sol Pages Likes
10,485 Latincouver Followers
5,557 Carnaval del sol Followers

116 Subscribers

8.178 Newsletter
Subscribers

@Latincouver + @Carnaval del sol
13,900 Latincouver Tweets
18,279 Carnaval del sol Tweets
2,942 Latincouver Followers
923 Carnaval del sol Folowers
2,975 Latincouver Likes
1,170 Carnaval del sol likes

“Latincouver” +
“Carnaval del Sol”
2,022 Latincouver Posts
959 Carnaval del sol posts
1,727 Latincouver Followers
1,059 Carnaval del sol
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OPERATIONS WEBSITE
Latincouver website
In 2018, we finally moved our main Latincouver website
to our new hosting, which means that all our current
websites are located on the same platform. This moved
allows us to save approximately $400 per year, and it
helps us to keep all the information in only one place.
• We changed also the way that the information is
shown on the website. We took the feedback from
volunteers, the team, and visitors and we organized
the information for people to find better the content
that they are looking for.
• We have created quick access in our portal to easy
find the sections Jobs, Events, Become a Volunteer
and LCPN Memberships.
• We improved our Events section with a new plugin
which allows us to better organize the events on
the website. Community partners are now allowed
to publish their events in our portal, and we can
display different ways to view the events, such as
list, month, week, map or calendar view.

Challenges
• We faced some difficulties while changing our
website’s hosting with some black-outs.
• We decided to not change our current website for
the new version this year since we are still missing
updates, fresh content in our portal.
• The team of volunteers, who are helping us with the
updates, content, events, etc., is always changing,
and it is hard for our core team to have our website
100% updated as we wish.

Goals for 2019
• To create a strong team with at least two volunteers
that could help us with our website’s updated
content.
• To integrate our website with our new CRM system
• To Improve the updating timing
• To upgrade our current template for our
Latincouver’s website.
• To improve our Donations area on our website
• To integrate our website with our Online Store
(coming this Spring 2019)
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ExpoPlaza Latina website
• In 2018, our ExpoPlaza Latina website was working
smooth and without any problem. The content was
being updated at least twice peryear.
• We had a team working with the new content this
year which helped us to archive a well-organized,
clean and updated website, capable to sell tickets
online and delivering information about new
upcoming seminars.

Challenges
• Content and information changing until the very last
day. Since a seminar has always many changes, we
faced some challenges in updating the website on
time, such as new sponsors, partners, changes in
the program, etc.

Goals for 2019
• To create more content related to business, articles
or blogs with fresh information about trades
between Canada and Latin America. This will help us
to keep the visitors coming to our website and not
only visiting us when a seminar is coming.
• To study a better layout for our seminars page in
order to present the information in a better way.

Carnaval del Sol website
 ur Carnaval del Sol 2018 website was just beautiful.
O
Our team of volunteers was capable of creating a
website was not only 99% of the time online, but also
contained graphics that helped us to present the
content to our visitors in a beautiful, clean and more
professional way.
A team of five people was working in 2018 to create a
stunning website.
We integrated Infusionsoft with our website,
facilitating the communication between new volunteer
applications and our HR department.
We created a mobile-friendly version of our website
with only icons on it to facilitate the navigation through
the website and also to improve the speed while the
Carnaval was happening.

Challenges
• Content, pictures, program, map, information, and
changes on the website until the very last minute.
Our team successfully were capable of updating our
always challenging website.
• We could not yet automate the application process
for vendors, volunteers, artists, etc.
• Website loading speed vs. graphics, video and
content was a challenge so we have room to
improve this for the next edition.

Goals for 2019
• To improve the speed of the website without
decreasing the quality of the graphics and content
• To include the app on the website
• To integrate the website with our Online Store
• To automate some applications processes
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OPERATIONS
ADMINISTRATION
FINANCIAL
Quickbooks online
• This year we successfully keep all our accounting
updated using Quickbooks online. Invoices, sales
receipt and expenses are managed using this
software. The information is always available and
easy to get it.

Sales System for
CSOL/LAW 2018

• Bank conciliation is made in a day-to-day basis,
which allowed us to did our 2018 conciliation with
our main accounts by January 2019.

In 2018, we worked with a new system to improve our
sales in Carnaval del Sol 2018, this system allowed us
to have a full report of sales per item. We successfully
managed the entrance system for the festival and we
were able to count the number of attendees for the
festival. We also increased the sales of our beer garden
and we include a debit/credit payment in every cashier.

• We created different classes, such as CSOL, LAW,
SOLF, ADMIN, LCPN, EPL, ILA, KSOL, etc, which help
us to create fast reporting per program.

Challenges

• We created a system to automate the process
to write cheques, which was a huge success for
our Carnaval del Sol’s payment process, in which
we had to pay many of our suppliers, artists, and
contractors within a week.

Cash Flow / Budgets
• We created a better format for cash flow and
budgets per program and the entire organization.
• We were able to update our cash flow every month,
with a month-to-month view including full details of
income-expenses per program.

• Updating our cash flow with the new format
requires many hours.
• The budget format must be improved for a better
understanding of our Board Members.
• A better comparison between Budgets / Actuals
• Scenarios changes every month for our cash flow,
grants, sponsors, sales are difficult to predict, which
results in having a non-strong enough cash flow
system.
• Sales system requires good training for the cashiers.
• We require a strong team to coordinate better our
sales system during the Latin American Week and
Carnaval del Sol.

Goals for 2019
• To upgrade our Quickbooks online to manage
better our budgets/actuals reports, payroll process,
and cash flow process.
• To update our cash flow every week.
• To improve our payroll process.
• To get a better price for the sales system
for CSOL/LAW.
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InfusionSoft

Latin Plaza Hub

In 2018, we were working with Infusionsoft to automate
our process for volunteer applications, newsletters,
members, etc. This software helped us to improve the
communication between our volunteers and our HR
department; however, we faced some challenges with
our newsletter delivery platform.

In 2018, we created our Latin Plaza Hub, a coworking
space, where we had to renovate and build our new
office. We partnered with Creative Future to make this
happen.

The main objective of this software was to help us
with our database of our volunteers and newsletter
subscribers, which was accomplished.

Goals for 2019
• We will work with a CRM that will help us to manage
better our database not only for newsletters and
volunteers, but also for members, grants, donations,
and fundraising.
• We believe that having a well-organized CRM
software will help us to grow faster in our
organization.

• We created a wonderful space that Latin community
can enjoy and that brings the Latin community and
the locals together.
• We launched the Latin Hub website with a team of
professional volunteers.
• We bought the furniture necessary for the space
such as meeting room table, desks, boards, TVs,
heaters, chairs, etc.
• We partnered with Western Union to facilitate locals
with money transfer services and to bring more
people to the Latin Plaza Hub.
• We partnered with Toastmaster to bring the club to
the Latin Plaza Hub, in order to promote our space
and connect with the community.

Goals for 2019
• To create a sustainable business model for the Latin
Plaza Hub
• To bring more business and individuals who want to
work from our coworking space
• To rent more tables, desks and the meeting room
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WHAT’S AHEAD
1- Let’s bring a successful Carnaval del Sol Vancouver
/LatamWeek and for first time we will have our first
Carnaval del Sol Kelowna. To achieve this, we need:
• Strong team, who has their right tools ,with clear
and efficient communication among all the levels of
the organization.
• Increase our revenue by increasing our sponsorship
and sales
• Keep the site secure for all our attentends and
create a real experience as if they would be in
Latin America
• Connect and help attendees to learn more about
Latincouver
2- Our 2019 theme - Afro and Indigenous Latin
American Roots which align with the Canadian
government first nations priority in 2019. To achieve
this, we need:
• We will host series of workshops and activities
around this priority during the year
• We will promote this theme with online tools like
website, signature, and social media.
• Working with the Canadian Government to create
interaction online.
• Working with partners that will help us to
interact better.
3- Fundraising initiatives and more financially
sustainable organization To achieve this, we need:
• Reporting to board of directors with our finances
reports - budgets, cashflows, dashboards that will
help the board of directors make decision.
• Developing procedures in how to incurred expenses
and look after the organization assets.
• Reviewing budgets and cash flows to ensure that
all the activities are generating a direct or indirect
income for the organization.
• Working with a fundraising company and new
initiatives
• Increasing the amount of members and sponsors
for LCPN - this needs to be one of our main
programs in 2019, delivering to our members.
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4- Strength our internal capacity and Happy team!
To achieve this, we need:
• Working with a consultant agent to help us to
develop strong structure and develop manuals and
procedures for all the programs and departments.
• Developing consistent policies for Contracts,
agreements
• Implementation and using all times our IT tools, like
Slack, Asana, Dashboards, Google Drives in order to
communicate and report better.
• Offering opportunities for training for our main
team members.
• Team Performance and Goals meeting with each
main member
• Hosting by our HR Manager a monthly meetings
about Latincouver and team building activities
• Creating flexible everinoment but clear reported
• Supporting each other as a family, having respectful
communication, and always having fun doing what
we do!
5- Time Management • Let’s set priorities of the work we do and the time
we put in the activities that will help us to achieve
our mission
• Meetings needs to start and finish on time it was
expected.
• Efficient communication with colleagues and team
members.
The year ahead will bring its own challenges but I’m
sure by working together, keeping focussed on our
priorities and putting our team and community first we
can realise our ambitions. These will certainly continue
to be our priorities and we are convinced we can count
on you to do the same.
We are positive 2019 it is going to be a great year
for us to strengthening our internal capacity for
our organization and continue to look for those
opportunities, spaces where Latincouver can be the
engine to promote relationships and foster cultural
exchange among our Latin American culture and our
beautiful Canadian mosaic.

THANK YOU TO
OUR SUPPORTERS
TEAM:
Paola Murillo
Juliana Fiallo
Natalia Parga
André Montenegro
Fabian Montenegro
Alexandra Krasko
Alika Bohatyrova
Alona Panochenko
Ana Rivera
Ana Lucía Martínez
Ana Maria Monzon Duarte
Andrea Cruz Aguirre
Angela Faryas
Angelica Restrepo
Anna Zavalishyna
Brendan Brock
Camila Nunes
Carla Borges
Carolina Barboza Lima
Christa Copeland
Claudio Chalom
Consul Antonio Arreaga
Cristina Menezes
Dario Passariello
Deepack Roopchandani
Denise Schnorrenberger
Diana Correa Bonnet
Dorota Sznilik
Ekaterina Castellanos
Enas Ahmed
Everton Tonini
Felipe Ferreira Valdes
Fernanda Soares
Fernanda Ave

Fernanda Friedrich

Maria Eliza (Liz) Balbino

Valentina Valor

Francisco Segura

Maria Jose Garcia Osorio

Vanda Gajic

Francisco Perello

Maria Juliana Orozco

Wendy Cano

Gabriela Prado Pellegrino

Marina Rosas

Wendy Diaz Valdes

Geleen Pumano

Marshall Gallardo

Xavier Wenzel

German

Martin Pinho

Yi Li

Giulia Gonçalves

Masoom Tiwari

Yolanda Santos

Giuliana Lira Guzman

Mauricio Canizo Flores

Yudi Sönnichsen

Giuseppe Sarmiento

Mavi Reynoso

Yuriria Lanza

Glenn Sigurdon

Melquiades Lima

Zahra

Guilherme Freitas

Milena Godoy

Zoraida Sanchez

Helena Wu

Nagi Iida

Hyesung Jeong

Nathalia Tavares

Ishita Grover

Nathalia Souza

Ivett Basa-Szabo

Nathalie Sophia Gonzalez

Jiddu Rivadeneira

Octavio Franco

Johana Palomino

Olga Bencini

Jordan Cheng

Paloma Morales

Jose Maria Diaz

Paola Acero

Joseph Collins

Patricia Einsfeld

Julia Matos

Paula Sanchez Botero

Karen Pontious

Pedro Mota

Kartik Kannan

Poli Garrido

Laia Fernandez

Rafael Almeida

Lara Lozano

Reza Ghannadan

Lidiane Barreta

Roger Hiroshi Takeshita

Linda Purcell

Ruchita Tolani

Lisa Mighton

Salvatore Capone

Luciana Skopinski

Sandra Sallovitz

Luis Daniel Ochoa

Samaya Cortez

Malcom Aiken

Sara Lienlaf

Marcela Melhado

Sherry He

Marcela Borbon Reyes

Silvana Fuentes

Marcos Badra

Susan Wrobel

Maria Velasquez

Sylvia Stamenkovic

Maria Clara Dero

Taanver Kaur
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CONSULATES:

SPONSORS:

PARTNERS:

Mangos Lounge Sport Bar

Aero Mexico

Mara Coelho

Aplausos Studios

Avia Employment Services
/ Work BC

Bell Alliance

BC Dance

Mosaic

Brazilian Zumba

Bicycle Valet / Translink

Network Forum

Canadian Heritage

Burnaby Board of Trade

News 1130

Creative BC

Business Council

Organic Music

Costa Rica

CIBC

Brazilian Community
Association of BC

PlayHouse

Ecuador

Rhythm Resource

El Salvador

Red Global MX

Paraguay

Cuso International

Bridge2work

Eclipse Awards

Canadian Federation of
Independent Business

Endeavour Silver
Estudie Canada

CCA Canada China

Futurpreneur Canada

Chipotle

Governments of Canada &
British Columbia

Christopher Stewart Wines
& Spirits

Granville Island
International Language
School of Canada - ILAC
Intersigns
La Taqueria

Mirrai International

Reo Rafting
Rogers Radio
Safe T brella
Salsa Cruise

Brazil
Chile
Colombia

Peru
Mexico
Uruguay

Second Floor Eatery

USA

City of Vancouver

Sin Fronteras

Venezuela

Columbia Chrysler

Small Business BC

Communidad Colombiana
Canadiense de British
Columbia

Stolen Moment Jazz Group

Langara School of
Management

Creative Cha Cha Cha

Modeling TIling

DPI-Printing

OMNI

Elvia & Pachi

Pacific Western Brewing

EnvisioningLAB

Pan American Silver

Daily Hive

Surrey Board of Trade
The paper florist
The Source
Treblo5Music
UBC Robson Square

LATIN COMMUNITIES:
Argentina
Brazil
Colombia
Cuba
Peru

EVO Car Share

United Nations High
Commissioner for
Refugees

Tim Hortons

Exatec Vancouver

Vancouver Business

Mexico

Timbro Production

Fasken Martineau

Paraguay

Toastmaster - District 96

Flamenco Rosario

Vancouver International
Film Festival

Valhalla Roofing Ltd.

Georgia Straight

Vancity

Green City of Vancouver

Veza Consulting Limited

i4Cinnovation

Wildcost Production

International Students
Around the World - ISAW

YVR Airport

We love Van water
WestPark / Concord Pacific
West Trek
WhiteCaps

Kids from El Salvador

Work Place

La Terrazza Restaurant

Work BC

LabArtShow

Zumba Vancouver

Larabar
LatinLGBT
Lattin Magazine
Launch Academy
Lemon Dance
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Venezuela

68 Water St #406,
Vancouver, BC V6B 1A4
http://www.latincouver.ca/lcpn
lcpn@latincouver.ca
+1 (604) 566-0999

